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DATA  SHEET

Devo Activeboards
Interactive, informative dashboards tailored to your needs

WHY ACTIVEBOARDS? 
Devo Activeboards bring machine data to life with rich visuals, intuitive dashboards and interactive capabilities. Your data is 
dynamic - and the way you visualize and interact with it should be too. Devo Activeboards enable users of all skill levels, from 
business analysts to IT administrators, to create and share Activeboards that bring together the information that’s needed to 
make fast, informed decisions.

 
Activeboards allow you to visualize data in a highly intuitive way. Drag-and-drop functionality paired with attractive visuals 
set the standard for how machine data can be turned into action. Easy to use, Activeboards empower users to interact with 
massive amounts of machine data with speed and fluency.

• Real-time insights always at hand

• Visually transform unite all your machine data

• Customize with drag-and-drop ease

• Explore and ask new questions whenever you want

• Dynamic views eliminate blind spots

Figure 1: Gain understanding and make informed decisions instantly
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Creating widgets is easy, thanks to the innovative query builder. Simply choose a widget type, select a recent or favorite query 
created using the query builder, or craft one directly using LINQ syntax. Once the query is specified it is applied to the selected 
widget and data is instantly displayed. Easily modify a widget to achieve the desired look and feel or rearrange widgets within 
the Activeboard via click-and-drag functionality. Activeboards work for you - not the other way around.

FLEXIBILITY TO MEET YOUR NEEDS
An Activeboard can contain any number of drag-and-drop, customizable widgets. A variety of advanced chart-based widget 
types are available, including area, column, donut, heatmap, line, pie, and voronoi charts. Additional table and simple value 
widgets further allow you to display data in unique ways. Lastly, linked widgets allow you to pass a selected value to any 
number of other widgets and dynamically change the data being visualized.

Figure 2: From raw data to expressive
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www.devo.com
Devo unlocks the full value of machine data for the world’s most instrumented enterprises, putting more data to work now. Only the Devo data 

analytics platform addresses both the explosion in volume of machine data and the new, crushing demands of algorithms and automation, enabling 

enterprises to realize the full transformational promise of machine data to move the business forward. Visit www.devo.com to learn more.
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LINK WIDGETS FOR INSTANT INSIGHT
Activeboards not only dynamically display data in real-time, widgets themselves can be linked together to provide interactive 
capabilities. By linking together widgets you are able to feed values from one widget to one or several others. For example: a 
selector widget could allow the user to select a specific web error from a list and then pass the selected value to another widget 
that displays the trend of this error over a time period, all without needing to modify the widget’s configuration. The values of a 
selector widget can be populated either manually by specifying the values, or dynamically by specifying a query that generates 
a list of distinct values. Additionally, the table widget can pass a value to other widgets simply by selecting the row of interest. 
Activeboard widgets are straightforward to use and put the power of data in the user’s hand.  

ADDITIONAL FOUNDATIONAL CAPABILITIES 
We took care of the basics, so you don’t have to - from access control to collaboration. 

• Role-based access - Access to Activeboards is easily controlled with role access controls

• Sharing -  Activeboards can easily be shared or cloned by other users   

• Time-based views - Visualize your data for the time period you want, select from default time ranges or specify your own

• Real-time insights - By default Activeboards allow you to visualize data in real time. Devo intelligently refreshes each widget 
independently based on the query used

It’s time to bring your data to life with the expressive visuals and interactive capabilities of Activeboards. Activeboards 

complement the advanced, easy-to-use capabilities of Devo. Learn more about Devo Activeboards and see them in action on 

devo.com. 

Figure 3: Dynamically change how data displays in a few clicks


